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Abstract
A good educational digital game should be error free and engaging to ensure it can increase students’ learning motivation. While there is an abundant of educational digital games available in the market, many seem to not fulfil players’ need and some contain technical or content errors, which will defy their purpose as education games. Thus, this study aims to validate e-Mufradat which is an educational digital-game application for learning Arabic vocabulary. This study is a qualitative study and the data were collected through semi-structured interviews with nine experts in instructional design and technology and Arabic as a second language. The subject matter experts were selected purposively from various universities in Malaysia. The finding indicates that e-Mufradat is aligned with multimedia learning theory and embedded digital game-based learning principles.
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Introduction
A language’s vocabulary represents all words in the language and its knowledge is imperative in the formation of the lexical system. In the context of language use vocabulary is known as lexicon which comprises of the plethora of basic words that could be used in different situations, and according to (Nathesan, 2011). Another important concept in language learning is vocabulary size which refers to volume of words known by an individual (Zaini & Abd Rahman, 2017). It is argued that most words have the same value and priority for native speakers, however, in the
context of learning a second language, there are only a handful of words that are frequently used and have higher values compared to other words (McKeown & Beck, 2004; Nation, 2001). Furthermore, it is argued that a second language speaker is required to know at least 2000 high frequency words to understand 80% of the text in the second language. This reflects the need for second language learners to acquire a realistic amount of vocabulary to understand text or communicate in the target language, particularly in the context of higher learning (Schmitt, 2000).

Having a rich vocabulary is important for second language speakers. This because the use of accurate words will bring understanding even when the words are poorly pronounced and incorrectly inflected (Tight, 2010). Bauman and Kame’enui (2003) highlighted that a large vocabulary will affect one’s language skills. Previous studies reported rich vocabulary can be obtained through specific and special strategies to learn vocabulary such as using pictures and clue cards. Furthermore, in some cases, students use contextual clues or guesses to understand words that they do not know (Nacera, 2010).

Digital game-based learning is one of the educational approaches that has positive impact on students (Hamizul & Rahimi, 2015) and it could potentially help students to expand their vocabulary size in an interactive way. Previous studies have suggested the use of game-based learning to increase students’ motivation to learn vocabulary (Paiva et al., 2016; Hussain et al., 2014; Sung & Hwang, 2013; Hwang et al., 2012; Yien et al., 2011; Lee & Hammer, 2011). In this light, teachers can adopt educational games across different learning levels for students with different level of proficiency, including in tertiary level. Papastergiou (2009) reported that through educational game, students can improve knowledge of the subject matter and at the same time, gain enjoyment. Consequently, this will increase their engagement and motivation for learning.

There are many Arabic digital games sold in market do not meet student’s needs, learning setting and facilities (Nurkhamimi & Sabri, 2015). This is because the game development process does not follow the theories and principles, and some of the products do not go through validation process from the experts. Therefore, these games are failed to sustain student’s engagement and motivation in learning process. In addition, some of the products also contain technical or content errors, which will defy their purpose as education games. In line with the above discussion, this study explores the validity of the e-Mufradat digital game application prototype through a validation process involving subject matter experts. The prototype was analysed to ensure the quality of the product and effectiveness of its design before it is used in classrooms.

**Background of Study**

Vocabulary acquisition is an important component in building language proficiency. Vocabulary size has a significant relationship with language skills and it is stipulated that a larger vocabulary size will help students to become more proficient in other language skills (Razif & Zaki, 2017). As vocabulary is one of the main determiners of language proficiency, it could be argued that the lack of vocabulary might make students reluctant to practice language skills (Zhang & Li, 2011; Ismail et al., 2016). In order to enrich students’ vocabulary, an innovative learning strategy is needed and the researchers are proposed a digital game as tool in vocabulary learning strategy. Due to
its importance, vocabulary acquisition has become one of the core focus of language learning and has garnered the interest of researchers topics since the last two decades (Gu, 2010). Subsequently, researchers have came out with various approaches and strategies for effective vocabulary the and learning.

In the context of Arabic learners in Malaysia, studies have found that most Malaysian students only have limited vocabulary and they are not able to communicate well in Arabic (Hussin, 2002; Hashim, 2010; Razak et al., 2016; Zailani et al., 2016; Ishak, & Arifin, 2016). This might be due to low motivation to learn the language as they do not enjoy learning Arabic. This reflects the need to improve vocabulary acquisition among Malaysian students.

One of the reasons for the low Arabic proficiency among learners is the lack of motivation to learn the language. The present Arabic language teaching and learning practice is predominantly teacher-centred where teachers largely use chalk and talk to deliver their lessons (Rosni, 2009). It was also reported that at the tertiary level, lecturers use translation and memorisation (Rosni, 2009) which do not they find it hard to memorise the vocabulary. As a result, most students learn Arabic just to pass the examination and as argued by (Janudin, 2017), the exam oriented system often give students limited opportunity to master the language.

In this regard, teachers should facilitate active learning through using different approaches, including incorporating electronic materials available around the learners (Rosni, 2017). Digital game is an effective tool with good potential to help learners, particularly those who are digital natives. It has been recognised as a learning tool that could motivate students to actively participate in the teaching and learning activities (Alessi & Trollip, 1984; Baid & Lambert, 2010; Kirikkaya et al., 2010; Sahrir, 2011; Hamzul & Nik Mohd Rahimi, 2015). The use digital games can improve students’ engagement in the learning process and increase their knowledge. Furthermore, advocates of digital games have posited that they could help develop soft skills such as leadership and decision-making (Paiva et al., 2016; Sung & Hwang, 2013; Hwang, Wu, & Chen, 2012; Najdi & Sheikh, 2012; Lee & Hammer, 2011; Yien, Hung, Hwang, & Lin, 2011; Papastergiou, 2009).

In order to ensure the quality of the digital game to be used in teaching and learning, one of the crucial process need to be employed which is expert validation. For educational game, the content should be validated by the subject matter experts, so that it become suitable for students and meet their expectation. Besides, the content also should be aligned with learning objectives and learning outcomes. In addition, the technical issues also should be validated to avoid the errors in in the digital game. The principles and theories also need to be inctegrated into the digital game to assist the students in learning Arabic language in an interactive way.

**Digital Game-based Learning**

Digital game-based learning is a form of gaming which is normally designed for other purposes like for entertainment. Conventional game-based learning compises of different forms of strategy-based entertainment board games. As shown below, digital game-based learning shares many features with other instructional media (Breer & Bente, 2010). Studies have reported that digital game-based learning could enhance teaching and learning and the use of digital games in learning has gauged the interest of many researchers. Digital-based learning has defined in various ways; Prensky (2001) digital game-based learning is a novel electronic learning (e-
learning) model while Kim, Park, & Baek, (2009) defined it as a learning strategy to ensure particular learning objectives are achieved through game play. Salen and Zimmerman (2004) described that educational games require players use the prescribed rules to solve simulated conflict in order to achieve quantifiable learning outcomes. Similarly, Juul (2003) elaborated that digital games is a rule-based system with quantifiable outcomes with different values where players will attempt to achieve the desirable outcomes. In this light, in some games, the outcomes of each level might be could optional and negotiable. Subsequently, players will be motivated to work towards achieving the goal.

![Figure 1 Overview of Digital Game-based Learning and Similar Instructional Media Concept](image)

Digital game-based learning combines entertainment and education to serve educational purpose. This concept is known as edutainment. Digital game-based learning is a form of game play aimed to help teachers achieve learning outcomes. It can also be subcategorised under e-learning as the materials are delivered to remote learners electronically via a computer network (Zhang et al., 2004). In this study, digital game-based learning refers to the adoption of digital games to bring an element of fun and entertainment to achieve an educational outcome (Prensky, 2001). Thus, the digital game used needs to be fun, entertaining and engaging and also, has an educational benefit (Belloti et al., 2013). Studies have found that employing digital-games in the traditional classroom environment could increase students’ engagement and encourage problem solving.

**Methodology**

This study is a qualitative study and the main data collection and analysis within design and development research methodology (Richey & Klein, 2007). The rationale for utilizing methods and approaches of design and development research was to emphasis on both research and
practice when producing a valid, practical and effective mobile digital game application prototype (Iverson, 2005; Nurkhamimi & Muhammad Sabri, 2015).

According to Creswell (2018), in qualitative interviews the researchers conduct face-to-face interviews with participants, telephone interviews, or engages in a focus group interviews with six to eight interviewees in each group. This interviews involve unstructured and generally open-ended questions that are few in number and intended to elicit views and opinions from the participants. Therefore, this study employs a semi-structured interviews consisting open-ended questions without optional response for interviewees.

The data were collected during semi-structured interviews with nine subject matter experts in teaching Arabic as a second language, and instructional design and technology. These experts work in various universities and were chosen purposively. The experts were asked to give response to the questions after reviewing the e-Mufradat application. This information is important to sustain validity, quality, practicality and effectiveness of e-Mufradat as learning tool among non-native learners. The results were analysed qualitatively and presented into several themes.

Results and Findings

A total of nine experts in instructional design and technology and Arabic as a second language comprising different universities were participated in this study. The results of validation process among experts were reported in two sections; expert’s demographic background and instructional design validation. The results are as follow:

Section A: Experts' Background

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Sub-Item</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Designation</td>
<td>Lecturer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Senior Lecturer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Assoc. Professor</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Professor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Qualification</td>
<td>Diploma</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bachelor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PhD</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Others (eg: EdD)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Experience</td>
<td>5 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization</td>
<td>Instructional Design &amp; Technology</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arabic as a Second Language</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 0-1 Expert's Demographic Background
The table above illustrates the background of experts in validation process of e-Mufradat prototype. All of them are PhD holders and majority of them have more than 20 years of teaching experience. The results also show that five of them are specialize in instructional technology and the remaining of four are specialize in Arabic language.

Section B: Instructional Design and Technology Validation

The validation process in instructional design of the prototype was carried out through by semi-structured interviews with the experts. The comments and suggestions were divided into 12 themes as shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Comments</th>
<th>Suggestions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User Interface</td>
<td>1. The game is very simple and appropriate to elementary learners.</td>
<td>1. Add more instructional icons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Less exciting to young university learner.</td>
<td>2. Add colour or interactive background instead of use white background.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. The presentation of main menu is less attractive.</td>
<td>3. Add introduction of the game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. It should have developer interface before going to main menu.</td>
<td>4. Put the vocabulary in the interactive shape to increase the excitement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game Navigation</td>
<td>1. The game navigation is clear.</td>
<td>1. The instruction should be in English.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The initial step to take is not clear to beginner students.</td>
<td>2. Add interactive icons at instructions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Arabic instruction may not be understood by beginner students.</td>
<td>3. Add column “how to play”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game Template</td>
<td>1. The game template is easy and appropriate to beginner students.</td>
<td>1. Revise the technical parts for rearrange vocabulary game and construct sentences game.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game ease of play</td>
<td>1. Smooth and ease to play.</td>
<td>1. Revise the technical parts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. To drag the answer only work if clicked on the Arabic script only.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game difficulty</td>
<td>1. The game level is not clear.</td>
<td>1. Put the name of each game clearly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The arrangement game difficulty is good.</td>
<td>2. Separate the game according to the level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concerning design and development</td>
<td>1. The game follows game principles by Bobers (2010).</td>
<td>1. Add interactive total score board.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>principles</td>
<td>2. The elements of fantasy was not well built into the system.</td>
<td>2. Timing can be built into to drive challenge element.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Challenge was clearly through the difficult level of the content.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experts’ Comments and Suggestions in Instructional Design</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Table 0-2</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussions**

This study encompasses the validation process of e-Mufradat; an educational digital game platform for learning Arabic vocabulary. This process is important to determine that the application is of good quality before being adopted in the classroom. This process allows the researchers to identify and rectify errors. In this regard, it was observed that while there are many digital games available in market place, it was found that some of these apps are not developed based on students’ need (Nurkhamimi & Muhammad Sabri, 2015) and did not go through the expert validation process. Furthermore, some of these apps contain content and technical errors and are not suitable to be used by students as they do not fit the students’ learning environment, culture, as well as teachers’ and students’ readiness.

There are several factors emphasized by the experts, such as the use of multimedia element to attract students’ interest and motivation and to sustain their engagement throughout
the teaching and learning process. Studies have reported that presenting the information in the form of interactive multimedia could help students store the information longer compared to using text or oral delivery, for instance, the use of appropriate and clear graphics to introduce new vocabulary (Kalyuga et al., 2013; Agca et al., 2013; Ramlan, 2016). The experts also agreed that using sound or video clips of a native Arabic speaker could help improve student’s listening skill and their pronunciation. Furthermore, the experts also commented about the layout and mentioned that while the texts given are clear and legible, they need to be put at the centre to make the app look more structured.

They also emphasised on the use of instructional icons in the digital game. The drag and drop feature of e-Mufradat should be accompanied with some instructional icons. Since the e-Mufradat is designed for beginners, adding instructional icons will help them to navigate the e-Mufradat and make it easier for them to explore the game. The use of suitable and appropriate instructional icons could enhance students’ engagement towards the digital game.

In addition, the experts agreed that the e-Mufradat follows the game principles by Bober (2010) but it still needs several improvements, specifically the element of challenges and fantasy. Different challenges and level of difficulties should be added to the e-Mufradat application. In addition, the difficulty level in the game is well structured, however, it could be difficult for beginners to understand the goal of each game. Therefore, it is advised to restructure all the games and separate them according to level. In addition, the element of fantasy should be embedded into the e-Mufradat by providing avatars for players, and the narrative of the game. From here, it can be concluded that the rest of the principles are successfully embedded into the e-Mufradat.

In all, the initial prototype is considered as good, but several crucial improvements need to be made to enhance the quality of the game and align it with the principles to ensure all goals are achieved. This study also discussed the appropriate implementation of the multimedia learning and digital game-based learning theory into the e-Mufradat application. Since this study involves an educational game protocol, it should be tested and re-tested to improve its reliability before it can be implemented to actual participants and publishing into the marketplace.

**Conclusion**

An effective digital game must be well structured and the contents should be appropriate and relevant to the students’ needs and the learning contexts. In this regard, this paper presented a validation process of e-Mufradat which is digital game application for learning Arabic. The review involved semi-structured interview sessions with experts and their comments and suggestions were considered to enhance the app.

The major finding of this study is the multimedia elements play an important role in engaging the students using e-Mufradat in learning process. The students are more keen to learn Arabic language as the e-Mufradat equipped with various multimedia elements such as fancy texts, clear audio clips, interesting pictures and animation. Furthermore, e-Mufradat is suitable for elementary learners as the game content, challenges, difficulty level are well structured based on student’s need.

This study has several theoretical contributions. It validates several theories in regards to the design and development of e-Mufradat. It is advocated that multimedia learning and digital
game-based learning should be blended equally to produce a high quality educational game. Furthermore, the e-Mufradat app will contribute to the practice of teaching and learning Arabic for non-native students. The e-Mufradat application offers a fun and engaging learning experience and provides with them a new learning environment. It also helps develops soft skills, higher order thinking skills and allows them to learn to practice self-learning as the application can be accessed using their mobile devices.

Recommendation
As the e-Mufradat has been developed and going through several improvements, for further investigation, the e-Mufradat could be assessed quantitatively via a quasi-experiment to evaluate its effectiveness in the learning Arabic language among non-native speakers. Moreover, future research should employ a survey on the usability of e-Mufradat by involving experts, teachers, and students. Besides, this study also would like to recommend to conduct a survey study on user acceptance of e-Mufradat based on technology adoption model.
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